Villa Shakti Manual
Operations, useful contacts and where to go!
Welcome
Welcome at Villa Shakti, we hope you will have a wonderful stay at our villa. The villa is set
up to give our guest the living experience of the tropics whilst enjoying all modern
comforts. We builded the Villa using as much natural materials from
selected suppliers and our staff are all personally trained and well
taken care off. Our mission is to provide our guest a luxurious
getaway and at the same time investing in our people with
education while straining the environment as little as possible.
Service & contact
There is a daily cleaning, pool and gardening service. On sunday’s
and selected religious holiday’s our staff is off and there is no service to these area’s. Our
staff will inform you on these days.
During your stay feel free to contact the housekeeping staff for questions about the
operations of the villa and requests of service provided in the Villa. We can not help you
with inquiries about money exchange, transportation, tours, and other outside villa
matters as in reality we found out this does not work out for our guest and staff due to
communication issue’s. We will have a list of suggested suppliers we can recommend and
you can contact but never take responsibility for.
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Check in / Check out
At Check in our housekeeping staff will show you around and tell you all about the
operation of the villa, Our check in time is 14:00 and check out time 12:00. Our
housekeeping staff will handle this and if you would like a late check in or checkout please
inform our staff in time so research the possibilities.
Internet
Villa Shakti provides free wifi:
Network: Free Villa WI-FI or TP LINK
Password: lifeisgood
Also Villa Shakti provides a Apple Mac computer which you
can use. The pass word for this is: lifeisgood
Pool & gardens lamps operation
Villa shakti’s unique salt water pool is operated on a timer base,
the switches for garden and pool lights are located in the front of
the villa, in the corner at the veranda.
Electricity / Water
Indonesia is a country in development, and with that it’s
infrastructure is strained and behind schedule in development. This
means that during your stay you can endure black-outs of
electricity and water as we pump up and filter our own water. The
water we use is pumped up from over 70 meters deep and filtered
providing you with clean water, natural odors from minerals in the ground are common and
of no health risk.
If a water or Electricity black out occurs while there is still electricity in the area please
contact us right away
Electricity usage
Villa Shakti is a conscious accommodation villa and all our appliances have been selected
for energy efficiency. Please help us save Bali’s environment and use electricity wisely.
We provide a 100 KWH per day electricity consumption, this is enough to have the aircon’s
running when in the bedrooms, the villa and pool/garden lights on and still comfortably use
all appliances. Please make sure during the day the lights are switched off and the Aircon’s
are switched off when you leave the room. All airconns are high power and get your room
chilled within minutes, so no need to leave them on when you are out.
* When exceeding the 100KW per day allowance, Villa Shakti charges 200.000 IDR per
100KWH at check out.
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Laundry
Villa Shakti provide you with fresh towels daily and change your
bedsheets every 3 nights. If you would like to have your own
laundry done you can bring it to the Laundry 30 meters to the right
as you exit Villa Shakti ask our housekeeping staff to bring it to the
Laundry. Laundry services are relatively cheap in Bali, but laundry
can be damaged due to differences in standards of cleaning and
stains or overbleeching can occur. Usage of the Laundry service is totally at own risk.
Security
Villa Shakti has a private security guard in the nights. Also we have close relations to the
community helping us to keep the villa safe .Although Bali and especially this region is
considered a low -crime area, we do suggest you keep your belongings in the Safe
provided in the room.
When you go out of the villa, please always lock the big front gate with the lock.
Cats
Because Villa Shakti is located in the middle of the ricefield there are Balinese mouse eating
the rice, to make sure you dont get suprised by a mouse swimming with you in the pool,
our cat will make sure you dont have any uninvited mouse over;-)
Changing Money
Changing Money can be done at many places, but there is only one we recommend as they
are the oldest best known excahnger of the Island. BMC, you will find them on many
locations. the closest one you find on Jl. Raya Kerobokan - Tel: 0361 737070. or have a look
at www.balimaspintjina.com
Tipping
If you had a good time in Villa Shakti, please consider tipping our staff. Life in Indonesia is
hard, and although we take good care of our staff, it is always nice for our staff to have a tip
to show appreciation and help them out a little bit. Guidelines are 10.000 - 50.00 IDR per
staff member per stayed night.
Driving Instruction
Coming from the airport on Sunset road, at the end turn right on Jalan Raya Kerobokan.
Drive for several kilometers, at the second traffic light turn left (bar restaurant arena, with
the airplane parts on top of the building). follow the road down, making a right bend after
300 meters, follow the road and all it's turns. After a 90 degree bend you will see Cafe
Moka, Bali Buda cafe, Pizza Boy and a bar called plumbers arms. After these restaurants go
straight and stop following the road BUT, immediately after you enter the road turn left after
10 meters (just after a temple). Now follow the road, just one small intersection where you
go straight and after the intersection 200 meters...is Villa Shakti in your left side!

Services
In Villa Breakfast
Villa Shakti offers fresh breakfast prepared the villa for you.We offer the following sets:
Continental set : Fresh juices, fresh fruit (seasonal), Bali Coffee or tea, Bread from Bali Budda,
peanut butter, jam, chocolate spread, cheese, eggs any style.
150.000 IDR Per person
Yoghurt Set : Fresh juices, fresh fruit, (seasonal), Bali Coffee or tea, Yoghurt & Granola from Bali
Buddah
150.000 IDR Per person
Oatmeal set : Fresh juices, fresh fruit, (seasonal), Bali Coffee or tea, Oatmeal with soy, almond or
regular milk from Bali Buddah
150.000 IDR Per person
Asian set : Fresh juices, fresh fruit, (seasonal), Bali Coffee or tea, Nasi or mie Goreng with egg
and chicken.
150.000 IDR Per person
English set : Fresh juices, fresh fruit, (seasonal), Bali Coffee or tea, bread, sausages, eggs any
styles and fried tomatoes
150.000 IDR Per person
In Villa Lunch or dinner
Villa Shakti provides in-villa breakfast/lunch/dinner service. This works as following:
1. Shopping list” Give our housekeeping staff a list of what you would like to have for your
meal, 12-24 hours before and they will do the shopping for you.
2. Cash: Give our staff some cash to be able to purchase the shopping for you.
3. Preparation: Our staff will prepare the meal in the Villa for you. (Maximum of 4 different items can
be chosen to make sure all can be prepared in time, excluding * items)

4. Cooking lesson?? Always wanted to learn how to cook Indonesian? Join our staff in the
preparation of your meal to see the tips and tricks that make your Indonesian dish succeed.
5. Cost: we charge 350.000 IDR per meal+ cost of ingredient, lunch or dinner for the shopping
and preparation. This will be added to your bill and can be paid at checkout.
Some ideas for lunch & dinner
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Villa Shakti in Villa BBQ Service
Villa Shakti has a really nice BBQ set up, which allows you to have fun with
your friend and family while hanging out at the pool. How it
works:
Barbeque rental: 450.000 IDR
Fixed Set: 1 x Beef sausage, 1x chicken sausage, 1x
beef hamburger, 2 x chicken wings, 4 x sate chicken
+ potato salad
250.000 IDR Per person
MASSAGE
Rinda Spa Bali & Villa Shakti have a partnership agreement offering high quality but low cost
massages in the Villa. 081 236 795 883 & 081 999 835 131
Personal Trainer / Muay Thay
If you had a Nasi goreng to much or just feel like staying active during your stay in Villa Shakti, we
offer you a personal
trainer to keep or get you in to shape;-) Henry is not
only the owner of the villa but also an experienced kick
box fighter and trainer and i can make a custom made plan and you can enjoy a classic Muay Thai
training within the Villa.
Price for one hour in villa personal training is 1.000.000 IDR.
Yoga
Yoga lessons are available by private teachers comming to the Villa. Let our staff know when and
what you like and we can arrange it for you. Prices are 1.000.000 IDR per one hour session.
Babysitting
If you decide to go out for a trip and need a baby sitter, you can choose to ask our sweet
Housekeeping staff to Babysit your children. She has children herself and loves to do this.
until 24:00 - 50.000 IDR per hour. after 24:00 - 100.000 IDR per hour

Acupuncture
We have an exclusive deal with Acupuncture Bali come to our Villa. All In
Villa treatments include a free in-take worth 150.000 IDR.
please check www.acupuncturebali.com
or call +62 822 47511116 to make an appointment
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Villa staff contacts
Please find below our contact details
Name

Telephone Number

Ayu

+62 (0) 87861286031

Email

Housekeeping & villa
manager
Ases

+62 823 39998375

Technical / Garden manager
Wayan

+62 ( 0)878 62234004

mahendra.wiguna.
33@facebook.com

+62 (0) 812 461 68912

info@villashakti.com

Driver / Back up emergency
contact
Henry
Owner

Charley

+62 822 47511116

Owner

always use telephone AND digital communication for urgent matter as the telephone /
internet services can be unreliable. this way to get contact is better.

Transportation / tour contacts
Recommended drivers, for prices please contact directly. Our drivers charge the standard
price and you wont be scammed. For driving instructions please have a look at the back of
this manual.
always use telephone AND digital communication for urgent matter as the telephone /
internet services can be unreliable. this way to get contact is better.

Name

Telephone Number

Email

Ketut

+62 (0) 81338350645

ketutriobali@gmail.com

Preferred Driver

+62 (0) 87860031610

Blue Bird Taxi

+62 (0) 0361 70 11 11
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Dining / Drinks
Seminyak and surroundings have one of the best selections of restaurants in the world. Hereby a few
of our favorites.
Close by
La Casetta, Kerobokan, 5 minutes
Best Italian food i have eaten in Bali. Great service, nice, relax and authentic italian food.
+62 (0) 361733746
The Plumbers Arms, Kerobokan, 2 minutes
Located just around the corner a tropical version of a english pub with good food and cold beer! a
hangout for many expats in the area.
+62 361 7449132 - http://www.theplumbersarms.com/
Bali Buda, Kerobokan, 2 minutes
Best organic place we know! Fresh bread, pies, snack, mini supermarket and all is healthy! A MUST
do when in Villa Shakti
Warung Geulis, Kerobokan, 5 Minutes
Great Indonesian small restaurant where you can dine for 2 dollar. Good quality, english speaking
staff and in the back rice field view,
Jl. Bumbak 122 Umalas, +62 (0)8170073737
within 15 minutes
Deus Ex Machina, Cangu, 15 minutes
Super cool experimental motorcycle - recycle factory with surf clothing and a good restaurant! enjoy
the free tattoo taco tuesdays!

0361-3683395 - Http://www.deuscustoms.com
Le Bistro, Seminyak 15 minutes
Great french orientated dining in a vintage atmosphere.
+62 361 738 308 - http://www.bistrot-bali.com/

Ku De Ta, Seminyak 15 minutes
World famous beach bar/restaurant with different restaurants including the new restaurant Mejakawi
with experimental cooking.
+62 361 736969 - http://www.kudeta.net/
Mykanos, Seminyak 15 minutes
Something different, great selection of simple but really good Mediterranean dishes in a laid back
atmosphere! Everything is fresh and the greek meatballs are the best you will find on the island.
Complimentary surprise drink for Villa Shakti Guest! Ask Owner Arjen for a special treatment for
staying in Villa Shakti;-)
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Sushi Tei, Sunset road, 15 minutes
Huge and hugely popular sushi restaurant, amazing varied Japanese food. Our Japanese favorite!
+62 361 7807744 - http://www.sushitei.com
Potato head, Seminyak, 15 minutes
New beach club restaurant in Seminyak based on the famous Jakarta bar. Good food and drinks,
funky design
+62 (361) 473 7979 - http://www.ptthead.com
Merah Putih, Seminyak, 15 minutes
Probably the best upmarket style Indonesian restaurant in Indonesia / world. The architecture is
breathtaking with a design which makes an experience when it is raining...the rain is channeled in
glass pipes from the ceiling down.
+62 (0) 361 8465950 - http://merahputihbali.com/
Mamasan Bali, Seminyak, 15 minutes
Amazing Asia mixed style food, cool industrial looking bar and restaurant! the firdaynight kitchen
sessions.
+62 361 730436 http://mamasanbali.com/
Town House Bali, Seminyak, 15 minutes
Cool new multi level bar with a juice bar during the daytime and ultra cool rooftop bar with a view of
all Seminyak
http://thetownhousebali.com/
Ultimo, Seminyak, 15 minutes
Classic italian Restaurant, affordable and cosy...always packed with people. An icon and pioneer of
the Seminyak area.
+62 361 738721
Hotel Mexicola, Seminyak, 15 minutes
Vintage, relaxed taco and drinks place with a huge bar and big set up! feels like a festival terrain.
+62 361 736688 - http://www.motelmexicolabali.com/
Taco Casa, Seminyak, 15 minutes
Quick great fresh food Mexican food, simple an delicious! super fresh!
+62 361 9161919 - http://tacocasabali.com
Gourmet cafe, Seminyak, 15 minutes
French style sandwiches and salads also great for delivery or takeaway
+62-361847 5115 http://www.balicateringcompany.com
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Places to see
Eco & Brawa beach, cangu ,10 minutes
Local beach, close to the villa. Eco beach is world-famous for
it’s easy waves and a relaxed hangout. Brawa has a simple
resort named kraton, where you hang in the seaside pool all
day with pool beds for 100.000 IDR.
Cultural Ubud, 45 minutes
The cultural and religious center of Bali filled with organic restaurants,
yoga retreats, temple's and balinese handicraft
shopsetc. Must visit is Sari Organik (google it) organic
cafe in the middle of the rice fields. Another place we
can recommend is the Yoga Barn center where you can
enjoy many courses, guided meditations and many more.
Restaurant mosaic is an expensive but really good
restaurant claimed to be the best in south east asia!
Another (affordable) favourit is the Clear Cafe in central ubud. Also the
Monkey forrest is touristic but fun spot to see.
Party in Kuta, Kuta, 25 minutes
The party place filled with bars, shops and restaurants. famous backpacker
hide out. Find all the touristic merchandise you can think off and ff your in to
it enjoy a jug of beer in place with loud music and Indonesian dancers.
Skygarden is the most famous and best visited spot in Kuta. Please ba careful
with fake alcohol (drink bottled drinks only), pick pockets, scamming,
prostitution and people selling you narcotics and prescription medicine. Last
two mentioned are illegal and many times police and people offering these
services work together. The balinese are very friendly people, but many
poorer indonesian fortune seekers are relentless to take you out of your
money. We advise our guest to be careful, when you do you can have a
responsible fun time!
Beachwalk, Carrefour & Galleria Mall, Kuta, 25 minutes
Beachwalk mall: huge and beautiful mall with a luxurious cinema and a
enormous food court. Offering a representation of the big brands. located in
downtown Kuta. The Galleria Mall was the first big mall opening in Bali. It
doesnt represent necessarilly all the big brands but is still the favourite of
many tourist. it has a huge hardware shop, nice franchise restaurants and
cinema. For Food and beverage shopping, Carrefour on Sunset is the place
to go! you can find all of you groceries under one roof!
Luxurious shopping Seminyak, 10 minutes
The Saint-Tropes / Beverly Hills of Asia with a huge selection of great
restaurants and clubs and shops. In jalan raya seminyak and jalan oberoi you
will find agreat selection of boutiques.
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Double Six beach, Seminyak 20 minutes
Famous and touristic beach with a lot of vendors, bars and hangouts.
Located at a Boulevard filled with restaurants.
Local Market, Kerobokan, 5 minutes
Cool quick getaway to see all the spices, fruits and all other stuff they sell
and produce locally. Hand pick your fruit and enjoy on the spot.
Finns Beach, Nusa Dua, 1 hour
Probably the most beautiful beach
in Bali, go down with a trolley car to
the beach. Minimum spent of
250.000 IDR in the great beach bar &
restaurant. Situated inside the Semora
resort.
Jimbaran Bay, Jimbaran, 45 Minutes
Enjoy the fresh fish at the beachside and see the sunset over the bay and the
airplanes coming in. Menega is a place on that strip we can recommend!
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Emergency’s / Health
During your holiday you can unfortunately get sick or injure yourself. In case of a health
issue we suggest:
Artha Medika, for small injuries or health issue’s. located close to the Villa on Jalan Banjar
Semer, after exiting the villa first right, second right and straight 300 meters on the right
hand side across a supermarket en next to a Bank Mandiri ATM machine. The clinic is open
24 hours a day. telephone number + 62 (0) 361 173 76 54.
Siloam Hospital, This is a fully equipped western standard hospital with specialist on many
area's. Situated inside the Lippo Mall, on Sunset road Kuta and open 24 hours. The
quickest and best solution for serious health matters. +62 (0) 361 779900.
Name

Telephone Number

Police - General Emergencies

Tel: 110 / 112 (SMS 1717)

Ambulance and Rescue

Tel: 118

Fire

Tel: 113

Medical Emergencies

Tel: 119

Tourist Police (Bali)

Tel: (0361) 754 599 / (0361) 224 111

English

Indonesian

English

Indonesian

Accident

Kecelakaan

Heart attack

Serangan jantung

I have had an accident

Saya mengalami

Stroke

Stroke

kecelakaan
Injured

Terluka

Drowning

Tenggelam

Bleeding

Berdarah

Very sick

Sangat sakit

In labour/having

Mau melahirkan / ada

Fire

Kebakaran

contractions

kontraksi

Need a doctor

Butuh seorang dokter

The house is on fire

Rumah Terbakar

I am being burgled

Saya di rampok

Someone is in the house

Seseorang
didalam rumah

Someone is in the

Seseorang ada di dalam

house

rumah

Motorbike accident

kecelakaan
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